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Save The Day 
32 Count, 4 Wall, Beginner/Improver 

Choreographer: Mad Matty (NL) Feb 09 
Choreographed to: I save the day by Roberto Jacketti 

and the scooters 

 
Walk.  Walk, hitch, slide, together, cross shuffle, shuffle ¼  
1 ,2    RF step forward, LF step forward 
3,&4   RF hitch knee in front of LF, RF big step LF close beside RF 
5&6    RF cross in front LF, LF step to LF, RF cross in front of LF 
7&8     LF step ¼ to left, RF close beside RF, LF step forward 
 
Rock ¼ cross, ¼ , ¼, rock step, ½ run steps 
1&2    RF rock forward, LF take weight ¼ left , RF cross in front of RF 
3,4    LF step ¼ right back, RF step ¼ right forward  
5,6   LF rock forward, RF take weight. 
7&8    LF turn ½ left step forward, RF run forward, LF run forward. 
 
Cross mambo, cross shuffle, rock and cross, rock and cross 
1&2    RF cross in front LF, LF step to left, RF step to right 
3&4    LF cross in front RF, RF step to right, LF cross in front RF 
5&6    RF rock to right, LF recover weight ,RF cross behind LF 
7&8    LF rock to left , RF recover weight,LF cross behind RF 
 
Coaster step, shuffle , kick ball step ¼ , swivel hips ¼. ¼  
1&2    RF step back, LF close beside RF, RF step forward 
3&4    LF step forward, RF close beside LF, LF step forward 
5&6   RF kick forward, ball of RF together LF, LF step forward ¼  turn left 
7&8   Bump right hip, while swivel ¼ turn left, bump right hip, while swivel ¼ turn left. 
Option 7&8: 2 x ¼ paddle turn left 
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